God Coin= Bitcoin Killer
GodCoin
IN THE NAME OF GOD
The GodCoin project is set to take over market dominance by uniting powerful market coins in
the form of a coin with a new idea (MultiCoin).

GODCOIN:
The solution to the problem of people investing in crypto currency
✅ It is always a problem for people to invest in crypto currency because they do not know
which coin has potential to grow in the medium and long term.
They do not have the majority of knowledge or time to analyze millions of coins, tokens and shit
coins using hundreds of technical, fundamental methods and reviewing all the news and events,
and they are confused.
And forced, Either subscribe to VIP channels monthly recharge fees or pay a separate payment
for consulting with others, which is often incorrect and the people are harmed.
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And or they have to divide their capital into several coins to reduce the risk .. that many times
some of their coins have fallen, some are fixed and some are growing, which in total, if they are
lucky.. Finally, a small profit to They give.
Unfortunately, many coins are sold to the general public by manipulating the pumps and dump
and the volume of false advertisements and tweets of celebrities, which is really worthless and
nothing more than a coin this shit coin, and after a while they see it fall sharply.

The purpose of the Godcoin is to find and buy potential coins that are reasonably priced to
pump and grow in the medium term.
The team of GodCoin, consisting of the best analysts in the world, which is increasing every
day,performs this service and analyzes the market coins every day.
GodCoin team examines the status of coins, a number of them that are at a high and price
ceiling, sell and save profits, and new coins are added that are at the best of the price ..
This is always done 24/7 as usual.
We work with any kind of structure on any network without any bias in all areas of crypto,
including NFT, Metaverse, Gaming, Defi, etc.
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🔵We also monitor the coins that are pre-sold in IDO, ICO and IEO exchange offices, and buy
a percentage of them at the beginning of entering the market and sell them with great growth
and profit.
Also, coins that are in the beginning of their activity and are in Decentralized Exchanges
such as pancake and uni sushi swap…, before being listed in the first exchange , we have
percentage of them in our basket.
For example, 1 Godcoin consisting of:
23% Bitcoin, 10% Eth, 5% Dot, 3% Sol, 2% Ada and others….
Simply put, with the purchase of GodCoin, you have a basket consisting of the most potential
Coins of the crypto currency world
We are aware of the manipulation of exchange to liquidate positions, especially long , and
we will use the opportunity to see a golden Time to buy at the best of the price.
So we always consider about 20% of the project capital from the Stablecoin , and we place a buy
order in the price floor beforehand so that we can catch the best prices with a manipulation of
the market or unpredictable negative news, a good average.
Also, with the knowledge and experience of Godcoin analysts, when we see that the whole
cryptocurrency market has grown and is at the peak of prices, it has Up Its Stop Losses so that
we can sell at the price ceiling and save profits.
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So even if the market collapses, it has very little effect on the price of the GODCOIN.
Because this time the basket is reversed and 80% is about stable coin and 20% is about Altcoins.
To start buying coins at a great price by predicting the market.
Our second goal as a trader and analyst is to take over the market domination that is raised and
lowered by bitcoin whales, and as a coin that is always made up of the best in the market,
regardless of bit fluctuations, any The day becomes stronger and we have independence.
This is what bothers all of us traders and analysts. God willing, GodCoin has come to end
this issue with God’s help.
The remarkable thing is that there are only 17 millions of these Godcoins and they will
Never be added .
Of these 17 million , 70% of the coins ( 11,900,000 ) will be Locked 2022/1/1.
Therefore, we have reduced the possibility of pumps and dump prices and market manipulation
by whales and telegram channels To ZERO .
In addition, we will have extraordinary programs for price growth, such as : Token
Burning, various types of Airdrops, as well as Stake or Earn in various exchanges .
We are proud of God’s Thanks that we can contribute to various charitable works in the
world , in addition to each other’s benefit .
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Of course , it should be noted that no cost will be deducted from you for the following
contributions from the commission or commission , but this service is from the benefit of the
project and the management account of Godcoin team .
when you buy and invest in Godcoin , unwittingly participate in good deeds and you will
definitely receive rewards and positive energy karma .
📿7 % of the project profit is calculated every month and deposited in a separate wallet to :
Charity and helping the needy Environment … trees and forestry … garbage collection …
Entrepreneurship and job creation Made for school and university University tuition allowance
Water supply to remote areas Help build or renovate sports facilities in various disciplines And
…
As we know , we can not spend a lot of money on advertising and introducing the project at first
, so we ask you to introduce this coin among friends on social networks with strength and faith.
In the End, as the founder and project manager , I swear and I promise you , I will fight day
and night for Godcoin progress , and God willing surely in the near future you will be rewarded
with this trust and investment with growth and profit.
We Humans Are Friends with every religion and from every country in the world and we
believe in God , so we ask God to support all of us in this great and global project.
AMIN
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